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Master plan

Committee reverses stand
on destruction of old houses

“\
£

me
ities

by Jeff Jones

Apparently

maintaining

responding

student and
mendations,

to

alumni recom-_
the
university

the

houses

could

come from the chancellor’s office
in Los Angeles.
Any retained

houses

will

be

master plan committee has
decided to revise its policy and
will make an effort to save
campus houses.
«
“It is obvious that student input _
was extremely important in

classified in terms of available
office or classroom space. Thus,
all old houses that are to be saved
will be regarded as a new space
allocation.
Trump said the chancellor’s

convincing the members of the
master plan committee to accept
the validity of their arguments,’’
said
Rich
Ramirez,
ASB
president.
“I was very pleased with the

office may view the retention of
campus houses as an inefficient
use of office or instructional
areas.
The architect plans to present
more specific information at this

meeting,” he said. “Even Oden

Friday’s committee meeting.

W.

Hansen

was

smiling

after-

ward.”’

In other action, the committee

decided to endorse the principle

Marvin

Trump,

master

architect,

also

expressed

pleasure
meeting.

over

last

“The change

plan

of multi-level parking lots. One

his

area to be studied is near the

Friday’s

Jolly Giant Commons.

in policy indicates

| Another alternative is to tier

a lot of sympathy for the houses,’
he observed. ‘‘I would like to see

the existing parking lot near the
library, Ramirez said.

all

of

them

saved,

but

the

“HSU President McCrone was

decision is not completely up to

also

me.”
The

commented the student leader.
“This is very promising.”’

main

opposition

to

very

open

to new

ideas,’’

SLC elects chairman
Don Bradner was elected
chairman of the Student Legislative Council (SLC) Thursday but
he said he would hold the position
for only four weeks.
Bradner is not seeking re-_

council to choose a relatively
temporary chairman because the
SLC elections are coming up.
When Bradner retires, the new
council members will have a say
in choosing
a full term chairman.

quarter.

will be elected to the council to-

dered a likely candidate for
chairman by several council
members, declined nomination
for the position Thursday for per-

resentative are: Robert Rumph,
Tita Lillegraven, Marilyn Taylor,
Robert Wood and Paul Twartz,
Larry Marks, David Kalb, Robert

SLC Chairman Steve Gallant.

date for the freshman representa-

election to the council when his
term expires at the end of the
Rich Rodeman, who was consi-

Somebody rained on her parade. True
pulled
Hum boldt County
to form,
through

with

sme

Saturday’s Homecoming

showers

for

Parade. The

result was the plasticizing of a few
the bands and
costumes, er j
floats

marched

on.

:4

saat coos: i
is election
ar.
wan aremuliatiiivingtylera

Eight new SLC representatives
and one freshman representative

morrow. The candidates for rep-

cae. pe Lewis, and Joni
.Hockert.
ine Heiees tose alma

Gallant said it was better forthe _ tive seat.

Photo by Kenn. Fiunt.

Child care services provided by HSU center
by Victor Zazueta

If you’re unable to take care of your
child while you’re in school, you should
try the Day Care Center.
The HSU Day Care Center is locatedon
the corner of 14th and A Streets in Arcata.

Students and staff members are welcome
to use its services.
Low-income parents who couldn’t attend school if child care services werenot
available can find it for a reasonable
rice at HSU. The center caters particu-

arly to the low-income parent.
The Day Care

Center can handle in-

fants, 6 months to 3 years old, and children 3 years and older.

IT IS SUPPORTED

financially by the

state, parent donations, fund raising
campaigns and the Associated Student
Body. But these are not enough. A small

fee is charged for the services.
Fees are determined by a sliding scale

basedon the parents’ income. The scaleis
set by the state and used on all statecampuses. The sliding scale has a number of
fixed income brackets that are matched
with an hourly wage to be paid by the
parents.

Even though thecenter mustchargethe

parents, Linda Almdale, director of the

Day Care Center, said that it costs
$100,000 a year to operate the center.

ALMDALE

SAID THAT

much

of the _ said that it would generally help support

needed money must be raised through
:
fund raising activities.
This year the Center received $13,350

from the ASB and is promised another
$56,000 from the state, ifitcanraise25per

cent of the $56,000. This means $14,000
must be raised to receive the full state
;
amount.
In October the Center received a grant
from the Humboldt Area Foundation of

$7,500 which allows the Center to receive

half of the total state grant.
THOMAS

_

KING, associate director of

_
the Day Care Center operations.
Another grant that the center received,
came under the Comprehensive Emp-

loyment Training Act, from the federal
government. The funds from this will be

used to train qualified applicants with
practical training and experience needed
to find employment in the day care field.
;
With the help of the Humboldt Area

Foundation grant, part of the needed fi-

nancial funding for the center, has been

raised. Its grant has brought the center

25 per cent of state
the special support programs, called the _ half-way to the needed
funds.
grant, ‘‘generously appropriate’ and

, Wednesday,

November
13, 1974

Arcata capitulates to sewer district
~~

°
by Emily Kratzer
The Arcata City Council agreed last Wednesday to
join the Humboldt Bay Wastewater Authority. The
move was made with one ‘‘no” vote cast by Wesley
The State Water Resources Control Board had given
Arcata a 90 day extension in which to make a final
decision, and Chesbro felt the council should use the
time to challenge the state.
“I agree that the proposal advanced by the state is
_— wrong for Humboldt Bay,’’ said councilman Dan
lauser.
“We have achieved some concessions. We said it
wasn’t regional, but with McKinleyville in, itis now. I’m
convinced we can’t prove enhancement within a time or
- economical frame and we can’t meet state requirements (for water quality levels). I believe they were set
so we couldn’t meet them,” Hauser said.

could also be used as a bus stop at a later date.

Some of the issues which still appear questionable to
the council are the bonded indebtedness on the present
Arcata sewage facility and ocean discharge.

hibit camping or loitering in public parks or buildings
from 10 p.m. until sunrise unless a permit is obtained
from the city manager for use by a particular group.
A request by KHSU, HSU’s radio station, to broadcast
council meetings was approved. The council will pay a
$10 monthly program channel cost and a $15 installation
fee. The radio station plans to begin broadcasting the

THE COUNCIL SEEMED to feel that these problems
could be solved by amendments to the final joint powers
agreement.

The Eureka City Council and the Humboldt Community Services District have signed a two party agreement
forming the wastewater authority. Now a four party
agreement must be written to include Arcata and the

Board of Supervisors.
Hauser was selected by the council to represent the
city on the authority.
In other business the council voted to send a letter to
CalTrans urging it to seriously consider building a permanent hitchhiking station on the freeway in the area of

the council heard a
a HSU junior politia telephone survey
to gauge residents’

16th or 17th Streets. Chesbro suggested that the station

Return to semesters considered
starts in early January and ends
mid-March. Spring quarter starts

is seeking

at the end of March and ends in

According to committee chairman Richard L. Ridenhour,

semester system, has two semes-

early June.

The second type, the regular

three quarters, Fall quarter begins in late September and ends
before Christmas. Winter quarter

IRA bill funding
on campus

that HSU

Bill 3116) are at

least partially unfounded, Rich
Schiffers, ASB general manager
said Monday.
Schiffers said the net allocation
can not yet be determined
exactly, but that the money ASB
spends on instructionally related
activities before Jan. 1 must be
subtracted from the gross figure
of $83,000.
Schiffers said the more money
the ASB

spends

before

Jan.

1,

when the bill goes into effect, the
less money they will receive
under the bill.

State scholarships
Nov. 22 is the postmark deadline for filing of California State
Scholarship applications.
According to Arthur S. Marmaduke, director of the State
Scholarship and Loan Commission, there will be approximately
13,500 new scholarships for undergraduate college students
awarded in March 1975.
Applications can be obtained ‘at
o
inancial Aid Office (House
)

Knitter’s

calendars should be submitted to
Administration Building 216 by
Nov. 20.

the three

types

of academic

1x12 Knotty Pine and Cedar Shelving 27c-ft.

Oddsize Particle Boord $1.00 and up Doorskins
50c ond up Cement
Blocks

OPEN7 Days
a Week
40 So. G St. Arcata
822-4686
8-5:30; Mon-Sat.

Plays scheduled for the weekend
Two

will receive $83,000 under the
instructionally related activities
bill (Assembly

semester starts at the end of
January and ends about June 1,
with an Easter break.
The third type is the early

one-act plays by John

O’Brien,

is still uncertian
Rumors

break.
Brief statements containing pro
or con arguments pertaining to

> BARGAIN LUMBER

‘“‘Reno’’ and

‘“‘The An-

nunciation,”’ will be presented
Friday, Saturday and Sunday,

Nov. 22, 23 and 24, in the Gist Hall
Auditorium.
Show times are 8:30 p.m. and 10
p.m. Friday and Saturday and

8:30 only on Sunday.

Your speech
prof lectures
with pebbles
in his mouth.
You owe yourself an Oly.
Olympia

Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington
All Olympia empties are recyclable

ARCATA
Custom Tied Flies
Rods, Reels, Lines
Complete Fly Tying Supplies
ey

The first is the quarter system,
presently in use at HSU. There are

ters each year. The first semester
begins in mid-September and
ends in mid-January. The second

public relations purposes and that broadcasting had not
seemed to inhibit discussion in such meetings in other
cases.

Fenwick and Lamiglas Rod Blanks

eeee

fisheries professor and dean of
academic planning, there are
three types of academic calendars under consideration.

‘That takes all the fun out of these meetings,” said
Hauser jokingly.
Storey commented that broadcasting was good for

Reasonable Prices

HUTCHINS GROCERY
& FOURTH

ST.

MARKET

Se

system

opinions from students, faculty
and staff.

IN A LETTER to the council, KHSU Station Manager
Brian Prows said, ‘‘Three federal requirements which
affect KHSU are: no endorsement of political candidates, avoidance of swearing, and no libel or slander.”’

Wines and Liquors

‘OLY*®

HUTCHINS

The Song’ Shoppe
Shoes

Togs

aa

gY.

8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
1644 G St.

Nike
9 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Tiger
wld
socks witheach
of sweat
FREE pair
Shoe
purchase

yi
x
>) <
©

4th and H

All shoes at team prices
632 9th St.
4

822-3136

Mon.-Fri.

25:30

Sts.

ee

the semester

semester system. Fall semester
would begin about the first of September and end before Christmas. Spring semester would start
at end of January and end about
the first of June, with an Easter

meetings soon.

SS

The Academic Senate ad hoc
committee to study the return to

THE COUNCIL ALSO HEARD an ordinance which
amends certain municipal codes relating to the use of
public buildings and grounds. The ordinance will pro-

Sat. 11-5

Cold Beer

-_-——~

BEFORE MAKING the decision,
ras from city intern David Kalb,
cal science major. Kalb conducted
of 300 Arcata residents for the city,
reactions to the council’s position.

“The vast majority, about 84 per cent, of the people
knew little or nothing about the project,” Kalb said.
“For that reason I think the results should be invalidated. Those who did know about it were few and far
but they generally supported the council,’’ he
=
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(next to Safeway)
Open Six Deys A Week

Union

dreams

and

Macrame

Hunt.

zeal.

tl

trade at Nick’s.
John O’Brien plays Blick, a
greasy vice-squad detective cut
from the George Raft mold. At

portrayal

stage.

His

of the evil cop

was

a pus aw ip push

pm

pe

was

is an excellent backdrop for the

players’ antics.
According

to

director

Jim

The only fault with the hastily
written play is Saroyan’s forced

‘serious’ statement

involving

no centerfo

with broken dreams. |
G. Francis Fleming and Jerri
Young, who play Tom and Kitty,
seemed unsure Friday within
their weak characters.

Talk

on sewer

Arcata City Councilman Rudolf
W. Becking will hold a townhall
meeting tomorrow night at 8 at
the Arcata City Hall to discuss
the Eureka-Arcata
Regional
Sewage Facilities Plan.
Becking
will
provide
information
concerning
engineering, environmental and
—
aspects of the proposed

plan.

A public hearing to discuss the
proposed bicycle and pedestrian
system plan for Arcata will be
held Tuesday, Nov. 19, at 7:30
p.m. in the city council chambers

You owe yourself an Oly.

|

Olympia

Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington
All Olympia empties are recyclable

internal School Christmas Pageant & Faire
Dec. 7 & 8

ticipate. Call 822-2908.

PACIFIC
>. PARA.
-' SPORTS

“The Time of Your Life” in only

ee

. Admission 50°

Now accepting applications
for booth space and anyone
else who would like to par-

two days in 1938. Saroyan must
have been afflicted with the same
type of frenzy that produced
ee eee

*OLY*®
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Public hearing set ?

at 736 F Street.

Playboy

a

contrived romance between Tom,
an enterprising young man, and
Kitty Duvall, a two-dollar whore

Hatch, William Saroyan penned

perfect.
The action at Nick’s revolves
Dipl gD

senior,

floors and faded walls with
gingerbread trim, Nick’s saloon

Friday’s
performance
the
audience hissed the second time
on

a

superb as the crusty frontiersman. Ray filled Carson’s
buckskin jacket with beans,
bravado and tall tales. In one
hilarious monologue Carson Ray
outlines the hardships of herding
cattle on bicycles in Toledo, Ohio.
The stage set, designed by Ivan
Hess, is good. With sawdust

The play is set in October, 1939.
World War II looms in the San
Francisco
fog
outside
the
saloon’s
warm
atmosphere.
Times
are
troubled.
The
longshoremen are on strike and
“bigshots downtown” have or-

dered the vice squad to crack
down on the whores who ply their

Ray,

Your

absurdities and wordplay.

A

= 430 THIRD STREET
EUREKA, CA 95501

THE ULTIMATE ADVENTURE

aie!

fine stringed instruments
bought

sold

“repaired

&

_ built

Good used instruments

* 1st Jump Course - 1st & 3rd Saturdays

ee

SALE
guitars, banjos, & dobros

* Our 12th Year - Licensed Instruction

* Special Group Discount To College Students

7 arcata, 95521 822 6264
"i" street
b 102
PP

PIE

ee

a

we

STARTS AT 3000 FEET!!

ee

ee

CONTACT:

ARCATA = PAT
EUREKA = GARY

822-8008
442-6044

WE A A

Duncan

would probably agree that this
play is pretty damn funny.

rapid-fire

» EE

machines with Calvinistic

And anyone leaving last Friday’s opening performance of
HSU’S 6ist theater arts season

Marx’s_

humor. His script abounds with
non-sequitur dialogues full of

&

A zany list of characters,
adeptly handled by the 28member cast, make laughter
almost unavoidable.
Through
Nick’s
Pacific
St.
Saloon,
a
San _ Francisco
waterfront honky-tonk where the
play is set, passes a host of oddballs and barroom philosophers,
ranging from crusty Kit Carson,
the legendary mountainman, to
an Assyrian who plays pinball

played by Rick Byquist, a
graduate theater arts student.
Life has become meaningless
for Joe. His sole occupation is
drinking expensive champagne
during all waking hours. Joe has
found a haven of sorts among the
bums and hookers at Nick’s.
Byquist, on opening night,
skillfully carried his character
from depths of romantic melancholy to heights of witty repartee.
During
act
IV,
Byqusit
delivered lines faultlessly with 11
sticks of chewing gum in his
mouth—not an easy task.
The hero of the play, which is a
modern fairy tale complete with
happy ending, is Kit Carson. J.

is

billed as a comedy.

Groucho

=p
Se

45-year-old

BS

a

businessman,

ee]

Joe,

& Jewelery Supplies

Beads and Candlemaking

3

Photo by Kenn.

a

broken

a |

with

Jeff Woolf as the bartender.
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a $2 whore

disillusioned

Bi

dt
oO tn

around

by Larry Parsons
Copy Editor
“The Time of Your Life”

walked

822-1516

as a disillusioned businessman trying
to find meaning in life, Jerri Young as

Drama season opener is success

eee

a

The Sequoia
Masque
has another
success with its presentation of ‘‘Time
of Your Life.’’ Set in Nick’s Pacific St.
Saloon (designed by Ivan Hess) the
comedy stars, from left, Rick Byquist

O’Brien

Arcata

ba

=

A

Town Square
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Editor’s viewpoint

Parting Thoughts
@

Tomorrow the Lumberjack will have a new editor,

whose name will be announced in next week’s issue.

The present editor, in parting, would like to tell
future candidates for Student Legislative Council

(SLC) how to get elected.

The first step is to remember not to tell the voters
what you really plan to do when you become a
legislator. You’ll only bore them. Despite the fact that
SLC has a lot of student money to play around with,
students tend to view it as a joke. The best bet, then, is
to run on a joke platform.
Last year, one candidate wrote a platform
promising to ‘‘cut all other funding to pay SLC
members,” and to ‘‘bring the realities of world-wide
food shortage to the dormsby serving one meal per
week.”
Naturally, he won. As a matter of fact, he got more
votes than anyone else in that election.

Remember, your only reason for running is power.

cael

All the Chene ellor's Men

man wearinga tatoo of Alexander von Humboldt

by Harry C. Gilbert
News Editor

on his suit, entered the room, reached into his

Humpty Dumpty, chancellor of the state
university system, formed a selection committee
to pick a new president for the college-turnedRedwood
met last

university behind the
Although the committee

Curtain.
year, its

proceedings were kept secret until now:
“What should we look for in our president?”’

And the only power SLC has is in the bank. That’s the
best kind of power to have, because with it you can

Dumpty asked.

wipe out anybody

nearby spitoon, “he should be young, speak
fluent Latin and have good control of his rocks.”’
Another member of the panel, Makeway

For instance,
your name or

you don’t like.

if the campus
decides your

newspaper misspells
pet program
is not

newsworthy or makes the SLC chambers look like an
infant center, you’re finally in a position to get back at
it. You can just cut all of its funds.

Or, if the football team has a losing season, you can
show them just what you think by refusing to buy it
bills.

its motel

jock straps or pay

students.

not to tell that to the other

be sure

Of course,
They

might suddenly

lose their apathy

they realize what's being done with their money.

‘‘Well,”’ began one committee member,
pausing long enough to make a direct hit into a

spoke

Progress,

if

They

might even show up to vote, and responsible people
might get elected, which would destroy all your fun.
LF.
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rename Concrete Tech.”
Dumpty agreed and added, ‘Whoever it is
must have his free way. His predecessor would
approve that.”

none

satisfactory.

were

interviewed

were

a business

was

One

but

Frank Borovich

Kenn. Hunt
Kenn. Hunt
Keith O'Dell

Howard Seemann

, Published weekly by the Associated Student Body and the Journalism DeStote University, Arcata, Calif. 95521. Phone

707-826-3271. Office: Nelson Hall 6.

Opinions expressed are those of The Lumberjack or the author and not

necessarily those of the Associated Student Body or the Journalism Department.
Subscription is free to students, available on campus newsstonds. -Mail

subscriptions are $3.50 for 28 issues. Advertising rates available upon request.

pocket and exhibited his rocks.

“Veni, vidi, vici,” said the stranger. ‘‘Forsan

et haec olim meminisse jubabit. Intellegisne?”’
Dumpty stared at the stranger who mumbled
something about imitating the baron’s example.
“Do you have any other qualifications,”
Dumpty

asked.

“Well, I like marching bands with a good
sound as long as the players wear long wool

uniforms. I’ve had lots of public relations experience and I once sold used cars.”
The stranger then shook hands with everyone
on the committee, saying some clever words to
- each. The panel beamed at him and Dumpty was
elated.
The stranger assumed the presidency. He went
to work immediately, rearranging his office,

transferring his tatoo on to a portrait for the
wall. He met with community leaders and
retained his predecessor’s happy band of advisers, even if they bored him. He spoke with

faculty, staff and students, saying he liked them.
He

But the stranger’s honeymoon was short lived.
took an orientation program from the

professor, but he walked with too much of a
waddle. Another was a life insurance salesman,
but he tried to sell Dumpty a policy and didn’t
offer him a preferred rating.
Two came as a team. They fished for bass, but

students and told the cosmopolitan faculty some
teachers would have to stay during the summer.
“Ah! It will be great for public relations!” he

didn’t think this team would fit well into the
university district.
As the procedure continued, Dumpty became
tired and went to sit on the wall. As he wobbled

money so I can hire an assistant to write
stimulating speeches about Alexander von Hum-

only the kind with a dorsal fin. The committee

'40°0"60"0"4b"0"60°0"60°0°0b"0°60°0°60°

amt;'e

0°00".

540-0560,

personal

necessary

concern
and

boldt and tradition,” he concluded.
The tale doesn’t end, because it’s still telling.
As for Humpty Dumpty, everyone knows the end
to that story.
4

300-04 0:0°00-0° 00-0: 60,0.00.0°00,

did not dampen

a few

except

and
hours

comper

week. No rewards other than
personal satisfaction that you
have done all what you could do
to have your children enjoy the
in their original
redwoods
splendor. Come in when you can
because a lot of work has to be
done soon. Check with me, Rudolf

- W: Becking,

“We need parents here so they’ll give us lots of

"60-0" 40°0°60"0°00°0°40..

60-0" 40.040. 0°60.0°40:0°40. 060-6.

NBS -214 anytime.

A little rain and damp weather

some

the spirits

20 volunteers

in

for another

cruising

Saturday

can

time. Please come in and sign up

with phone numbers so we can be
in touch with you. The remainder
of the area will be cruised only
when the weather cooperates and
we will know that by next Friday
afternoon. We: need about 30
people to get done with the. area.

spare.

the

time.

R.

W.

Becking, NRS 214 (826-3535 or 8221649).
Rudolph W. Becking

to

finish what has been cruised the
past two weeks. The goal has
been to cruise some 80 acres
slated to be logged within a few
months. We can use anyone
willing to volunteer his or her

;

The cruise will be from 8:00 AM
to 2:00 PM this Saturday,
November 16. Please help if you

of

Freshwater forest. The job is not
finished yet however. We hope to
cruise

ne

eran
sores eranceranTenget
Sancerunrerancerenterte’ SanceranTacanc

Letters to the Editor

Redwoods

qualifications

cried. ‘Even if my program does discriminate
against the poor.

eectectaeacenee eae estes Saoteceeserens Suite

Concerned about the redwood
environment and wondering what
to do? Anyone interested in environmental issues related to
redwoods
can
help.
No
mitment

partment of Humboldt

the

make

back and forth, a distinguished looking young
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revolution

industrial

expression—houses,

the
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university look cheap. We want a place we can
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News Editor
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of

about to befall the Redwood Empire.
“He must support construction. Those little—

Scores of candidates

You'll enjoy it after a while, you'll see.

bi aghoute

nmm,~aiis=

Apparently students in a university are no different
than grammar school children. They will vote for the
person who can give them the funniest line.
One candidate in tomorrow’s election is not even
using his own name on the ballot. He’s running under
the pseudonym, ‘’Z’’. His whole platform consists of
nothing but a series of ‘’Z’s”’.
He’s got the right idea. He‘ll probably get elected.
Then, since he promised nothing, he can go ahead and
do whatever he wants to do with student money. If
he’s like a lot of other SLC members, he'll do just
what his platform implies, sleep.

Prof.,

—

Natural

Resources

Correction
A typographical error appeared

in the ‘‘Women’s Sports’’ letter
last week. The letter complains
about alleged disrespect of the
women’s hockey team. It should
have read ‘‘Many of us were enraged by the complete lack of respect ... toward the team’’ not

“engaged.”

-

.-

OUTSID
OPINION

Stagnation
gna
is developing
levelop
in the
Traffic and Parking Committee

and I think that this needs to be
known.
You have read about the proposed actions recommended by the

© the committee recommended 12-1
= that it be used as such.
The reason

these people are late, it has been
proposed that these people receive only general oe
privileges. In other words, these’

= given to me by Oden Hansen

a. (dean of campus development
and utilization) was that in a joint
liason committee meeting bet-

4 ween Donald Strahan, vice
dent
and
son,
mud

tire length of Granite Avenue was
once used for parking on the south
side. The reason given is that
Chief Gibson is reluctant to open
the area due to safety reasons,
primarily entrance of fire vehicles in this case. This street is 48
feet wide in places, and narrows
to 40 feet.
4. Current controversy is developing in the committee over
ee
er eee parking
rights to staf
and clerical personnel. Since some of us feel that
these jobs don’t necessaril
create a great inconvenience if

2 parking lot. Despite the fact that

people

would

have

to compete

with students for parking spaces.
Staff has stated that they consider

presi-

for administrative affairs,
Arcata Police Chief Jim Gibit was decided that because
would be tracked onto public

consider the welfare of 5,000 students looking for a parking space

the lot should not be used.
2. Strahan approved reducing

rently being tabled.
This is a brief explanation of

parking as anemployment right. I

to take precedence over 400 staff
personnel. This motion is cur-

streets from tires of vehicles, that

O faculty parking

spaces

by 50

some of the things that are going
on in the committee. A lot is being
said, but few results are happening. Let your views be known.
Write a short note to Strahan. The
committee will receive it. You
could write it in the time that it
takes to find a parking spot.

= Stalls. The only problem is that
Zz the committee cannot decide
Q. where to eliminate these spaces.

“> Subsequently, a decision made

three weeks ago has not been im* plemented.
3. Only one-fifth of Granite Av-

/ enue in the dorm-complex area
~

tion. One of those interacting elements, that of human consciousness, is seldom considered by
ecologists. This manifestation of
life is poorly understood, yet it allows us to perceive ourselves as
functioning elements within the
natural ecosystem and to comthe balance that exists
tween the physical world and

This despite the fact that the en-

The following is a rundown concerning actions and results on
= proposals from this committee:
1. Logging town will probably
never be used as a temporary

©

Consciousness

Traffic committee stagnates
by Mike Dunn
Student
tative

I would also ask that you keepin
mind that this problem would not

has been restored to its original

~ available parking designation.

Germaine

exist if it were not for the freeway.

Greer

speaks Tuesday
Germaine

Greer,

will speak at HSU Tuesday, Nov.
19, at 8 p.m. in the East Gym.

An Australian with a Ph.D. in
Shakespeare from Cambridge
University in England, Greer is
making

her

first

American

lecture tour. Advance tickets are
$1.50 for general admission and

the life forms that occupy it. Our
consciousness or self-awareness
is our most valuable resource, the
vital tool that can reshape our relationship with nature.
The human species is a product
of natural evolution. Evolution
works on all aspects of a species’
biology; in our case, it has resulted
in a well-developed state of
self-consciousness. This selfawareness can, like any other
characteristic of living organisms, be developed to a greater or lesser degree in any particular individual - variability is
the rule of nature and the raw
material of evolution. Individual
consciousness thus falls on a continuum of expression, ranging
from individuals with a high deof awareness to those with a
degree.
The nature of consciousness,
that aspect which allows it to
know itself, provides the individual with the means to participate actively in the evolutionary
process. Our awareness of the
world around us and our relationship to it grows and changes from
birth until we actively or passively stop the process. This frequently occurs much prior to our

actual death. We have the potential to continue the process of developing our consciousness
beyond the limits of belief and social dogma, beyond the limits of
our own egos. In fact the limits of
consciousness are undefined. Increased consciousness permits a
greater understanding of our
place in the ecosystem as an integral part of a greater whole. As
individual

consciousness

in- -

creases, so will that of society, because the society reflects the level
of its members. A more harmonious relationship within nature will
be the result of this process.
_ Remember it begins with the
individual: only you are responsible for yur own evolution. To-

gether we can secure the positive

creative evolution that is our potential.

Perspectives Page

women’s

rights advocate and author of the
book, ‘“‘The Female Eunuch,”’

We ednesday,
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The Third World Union at HSU is gradually growing this year.
Although participation
is not as extensive
as during its
oe

rom HIA,

BSU,

MECHA and the Asian-American

are meeting to develop a
unity and organization
from which Third World sisters and
ioe oa
educational opportunity, affirmative action, cultural and
awareness.
In working

together as Indians, Blacks, Chicanos-Mexicanos-

Latinos and Asian-Americans, it is felt that more progress will be
gaionned
this campus and the communitie
served.
s At the same
—
resfor
each other’s
pec
difference
t
is mains
The Union is working to have a Third World Series of
educ. tional

films, social and cultural gatherings
ing hand is extended to anyone ha
because of concern for the welfare

i

financia
or other
l
every individual

Union

believes in humanity and love as a means-ends to world
problems.

If you are interested in the Third World Union—student, professor,

administrator or staff, attend our next meeting Nov. 13, 3 p.m. at
Ethnic Studies, House 91. Everyone is welcome.
Ohio Governor John Gilligan has urged all Ohioans to support the
United Farmworkers of America (UFWA) and not to buy non-union
grapes and lettuce. In New England, UFW president Cesar Chavez
congratulated “‘huelgistas” for gaining 65 per cent support of retail
stores in the state. The Archdiocese of Baltimore, Md. voted to fully
support UFWA and its boycott of non-union grapes and lettuce.

UF WA is a movement of poor people struggling for equal rights in
the richest nation in the world. This struggle has reached the good
hearts and souls of millions. Join in helping men, women and children live better lives as they toil in the fields to better ours. Boycott

non-union grapes and lettuce. Support the United Farmworkers.
CANNED FOOD, STAPLES (Flour, beans, macaroni, etc.) AND

GIFT-CASH CERTIFICATE DRIVE to be delivered by MECHA

United Farmworker Committee during Christmas holidays. Bring
to Ethnic Studies, House 91. Boycott Gallo Wine!
There is little or no affirmative action on this campus nor in the
county as stipulated by federal authority. Yet, numerous employers
are waving their flags of ‘‘equal opportunity”’ as if it really existed.
Racism and male chauvinism at HSU has, in fact, escalated as ‘“‘lack
of” participation by Third World people and women allows these
traditional practices to flourish. As well, the system works in such a
way as to pit Third World people against white women in its quest to
“divide and conquer.”’

In the meantime, Third World women are being quadruply discriminated against. White women are being used to administer discriminating policies. Third World men are being ridiculed and white
men. with no influential roles, are walking around with a complex

The Perspectives Page is reserved for opinion matter from any-

one about anything. The Lumberjack regrets that due to the in

creased popularity of the page, it is unable to publish all of the
material submitted. Each week a selection of opinions will be
printed. Opinions expressed are those of the author and not neces-

Sarily of the Lumberjack or of the student body. Written matter ma

be up to 300 words (30 lines), typed and double-spaced. Deadline is
Friday before publication. All opinions must be signed and include
major and year in school. Libélous, tasteless or overlength material
may not be used.

$1 for students,

that nobody likes them. In essence, the ‘‘master plan’”’ to divide and
conquer is working. Third World people are being stifled and the
women’s movement made into a joke. What is left is a white - racist male - chauvinist path that was the problem all along. Very little, if
anything, has changed in terms of ‘‘self-determination”’ and equality.

For any serious affirmative action at HSU to come about, Third
World people and women’s groups will have to come to some kind of
understanding of racism and male chauvinism, two distinctly different forms of oppression. Our common bond is that we were, are
and will continue to be discriminated against for what we were, are
and will always be. That, my friend, is an absolute crime against all

people. SUPPORT AFFIRMATIVE ACTION!

Coach defends rugby players

_ DON’T MISS IT!
Exjoy your dinner with folk singers end belly

by Thomas E. Miles
Coach-Captain

dencers in @ tropicel garden ctmesphore

HSU Rugby Football Club

ANANORA THAI
PRESENTS
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Reference is made to the letter

in the Nov. 6 Lumberjack con-

cerning conduct and attitudes allegedly exhibited by ‘‘two flag
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sport, and trampling may have
seemed imminent at times. How-

among

its competition as gentle: O

men,

both on and off the field.

ever, the rugby players successfully avoided contact with spec-

The Club empathizes with the
position of women’s sport on the
athletic pecking order. As participants in a sport generally
looked u
by athletic departments with suspicion (the HSU
Club seeks
nor
subsidy fromneither
the athsanction
etic department, only toleration), as some

tators and, though one person was

struck on the leg by a bouncing
ball, the charge that ‘‘spectators
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SLC candidate
Tomorrow is Student Legis}
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Tita Lillegraven

David Kal
David Kalb
Political Science - junior
It has been asked of me by many, ‘“‘why
run for the Student Legislative Council?”
My answer is simple — Because it’s there.
The SLC can be a very viable force at this
school if the right people are elected. I feel
I’m one of those people.
My initial interest is to have a high
voter turnout, so as to make the council as
representative of the students as possible.
If elected my basic philosophy will be one
Soe at each issue completely and then
I’min support of such programs as YES
and PIRG (Public Interest Research
Group) and I feel that the SLC should not

be totally involved
activities. It is my
pens in Arcata and
well as California,
what happens here

in just school related
feeling that what hapHumboldt County, as
plays a direct role in
at HSU.

Tita D. Lillegraven
Senior

Creative Arts and Humanities
It seems to me that it is most important
to write about my priorities and the types

of things I support -- since it seems impos-

If elected I will listen to any student who

sible that anyone is ever totally objective.
First, I believe strongly in positive

has a grievance -- no matter what it is --

change and growth in society. I see

and then bring it up as soon as possible
before the SLC. I feel that I will be able to
devote a good deal of time to council activities. Also I have a knowledgeable
background and experience in representational student government.
If you support my philosophy

groups which are attempting to correct
like minority groups, women’s associa-

tions, the Gay People’s Union, and the
Public Interest Research Group (along
with others), as highly necessary and deserving of as much support as possible.
Organizations which have the potential of
reaching every student on campus, and
which offers services for students, like
KHSU radio station, The Lumberjack,
and Youth Educational Services, also
need to be supported. Students should
influence and input in camhave —
pus planning -- both academically and in

then

please vote for David Kalb-If not, then
vote for someone, but PLEASE VOTE!

campus

development.

These

are my

highest priorities. Hopefully, they are
high on your list, too.

Lorry Marks
AS
At
PRY

Larry Marks
Junior, political science

for the benefit of all students.
On campus here it is necessary:
To stop the exploitation of the students
in Arcata by the landed oligarchs.
To acquire funds from SLC to help
subsidize housing for students.
- To utilize the intent of AB 3116 — a bill
that took the responsibility and burden of
funding instructionally related programs
out of the hands of the students.
To acquire subsidies from our campus
government to create a tenants union,
and, once created, to use the resources

available to SLC to aid and help with the
continuance of our newly founded group.
To take new found funds and aim them
at a tenants union or a public interest
group.
I am interested and excited about all
the available resources here on campus
that students can take advantage of. We
all have got to try and help. I am one who
wants to get out there with the direction I
have in mind and learn about new ideas
and develop new goals for all of us
students. Many students on campus have
been too apathetic for too long a period. I
am by no means guiltless of this myself.

og?
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Rob Wood
English - junior
Let’s face it: many of you are probably
not going to vote tomorrow. Perhaps you

may conveniently forget, be in too great a
hurry, or worst of all, call the whole election a farce. I can understand how this
happens; I’ve even felt that way myself.
Being realistic, SLC has been called a lot
of things in the past. Even so, it is the body

which allocates funds for various student
body organizations.

As a student,

it is

your only representative voice. By not
caring, you reinforce the handling of matters as deemed necessary by those in

enues of reform. Fundamentally, I’m willing to listen to anyone’s ideas. I’m not
idealistic enough to think that an energetic person can go into this and change the
world. Neither am I cynical enough to believe that everything will always be done

In short, I care enough to get involved todevote my time to your representation

as a non-partisan. Do not deprive yourself
of one of your few given rights - vote. If
elected, I will do my best.

legiate Athletics and the Scho

The immediate concern of

Robert Rumph
Physical Ed. - senior
There are some very important and
necessary changes needed in our student
government.

who, once I become

parking tickets while our student body
government concerns itself with issues
like; should we prs red privilege cards to
student body officers. Finally, the student
body should be aware of what its representatives are doing for them. Presently there are very few students who
know exactly what the student government is doing. I think the student government should make a greater effort to
let the student body know what its rep-

interest groups. Secondly, students have
not really seen any of their major needs
fulfilled through student government. I
believe this is wrong, student government

resentatives are doing for them.

worthless

is a tool to help meet the students needs

members. I want to create new goals, to
become involved with new ideas, most of

tive, but it needs student body support and
at the present, most students could care

ble to satisfy everyones needs, the major

the

many

past

all to work for and to help all of us here at

HSU.

With each passing year, m)
student affairs has grown. Th
last, I was appointed student
tive to the Joint Committee f

dents is parking @fgstudying

include all groups and not just the select

of

Marilyn Taylor
Math - senior

Curriculum Committee. I
member of the women’s trac

one of those people

another
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Marilyn Tayl

as it has been. If this were true I would not
be running for office.

and better inexpensive housing. I am not

my chair and not participate in the
proceedings and activities, becoming

Z22Z2Z

I believe that certain funding injustices
do exist, and I intend to investigate av-

power.

I want to help all of us to obtain more

first three weeks, then just fade back in

ZZ2Z

ZZZZZZ2Z2

Re aS

At present, most students are apathetic
toward any form of student government,
there are three major areas which definitely need attention. To begin with,
budgeting must be diversified, so as to

elected will be totally inspired for the
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obert Wood

One of my main objectives is to help
create a tenants union here on campus

4 r 5

=

inequalities and change public opinion,

':
-+
::

and problems. While it would be impossineeds and problems should be of highest
priority. Students are tired of getting

I am not condemning student government or I would not be running for SLC.
Student government can be very effecless. We need to elect people who are responsive to student needs and I believe I

am.

a list of available classro
enough. Opening up more
weekends is also needed. I

should be provided about par
bility on and off campus.
Depending upon how AB 31]
the spring budgeting of AS
may still call for ASB funds.
to see that all present ASB

ceive a share of the budget, t
one to dominate, possibly fc

—
to be discontinued
‘unds
This leads to athletics. Th
women’s

programs

are go

funded separately. I want |
equality betweenthe twoas w
the men’s program. Men's sw
golf were dropped due to la
Intramurals need more st
physical education facilities

by the entire university, not
group of athletes.
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didate platforms
1orrow is Student Legislative Counction day. Twelve candidates are

ig for the eight vacancies, and vot-

oths will be open throughout caminnea Long, head of campus public"ges students to vote. ‘‘Students re-

) have power and they can show it by
: in the election,” she said.
oo

Robert Figas
Steven Sharp
by Robert Figas
Since coming to HSU from the College

of the Redwoods, I have noticed a tremendous need for involvement by students in local and state governments. In
the past, I have concurred with numerous
actions taken by the Student Legislative
Council (SLC), but have disagreed with
others. By taking an active part myself, I
can best serve the needs of all the student
interest groups, as I feel that student gov-

“qy

ernment should represent every facet of
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sources, theater arts, Day Care Center,

Steven W. Sharp
Senior - Physical Education
Parking, parking permits, campus
police, concerts.
Major plan: Instead of sitting on my

butt and complaining, I have decided to
run for the Student Legislative Council

(SLC) to see if I can do something to rectify some of these problems. HSU should
be interested in quality not quantity. To
sacrifice some of the distinctive houses on

ity, having armed campus police 24 hours

a day is not only crazy but eerie -- to think
one of them might kill you.
As of Jan. 1, 1975, the SLC will no longer

fund instructionally related activities. No
longer will the council hassle over the
funding of athletics. This means I can
spend my time working for the majority
of students and not the minority of ath-

letes.

campus to expand the school is foolish. I

I donot have experience as a member of
the SLC, but my honesty and eagerness to
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Luis Herrera

Joan Hockert
Joan Hockert
Political Science-Psychology
I feel I am well qualified to fill the position of representative on the Student

Marilyn Taylor
Marilyn Taylor
Math - senior
each passing year, my interest in
t affairs has grown. This year and
was appointed student representab the Joint Committee for Intercole Athletics and the School of Science
culum Committee. I am also a
ber of the women’s track team.

Legislative Council (SLC). I’ve had a
great deal of past political experience.

I’ve been involved with local politics as

well as student government. I’m not afraid to stand and fight for what I believe is
right. I have a great interest and deep
concern for how our government is run.

I am now on the University Affairs
Committee and have been attending the
SLC meetings so I am familiar with the
workings of the HSU student government.
As representative, I feel my most important role would be awareness of student needs. Students should know all of
their representatives and feel free to contact any of them when they have a question or grievance involving their campus

government. The students of HSU need a
strong voice in their government and I
promise to be that voice.

on and off campus.

pring budgeting of ASB activities
still call for ASB funds. I would like
that all present ASB activities re-

a share of the budget, but not allow

» dominate, possibly forcing other
ams to be discontinued due to lack of

s leads to athletics. The men’s and
bn’s programs are governed and
d separately.

I want to see more

ity betweenthe two as well as within
len’s program. Men’s swimming and

ere dropped due to lack of funds.
murals need more support. The
al education facilities are for use
p entire university, not just a select
of athletes.

Social Activities Board chairman
Club Council president
Spanish Class Club president
Class representative
Platform:
1. I am very concerned for the stu-

dents’ needs and desires.
2. I am against tearing down old housing around campus. | believe it should
remain unspoiled.

3. I want to stress quality in concerts
and speakers instead of quantity.
4. I want

to make

a survey

as to

5. I want to improve communications
between the community and the campus.
6. I want to have more activities where

all students, freshmen,

of available classrooms is not
yh. Opening up more places on
bnds is also needed. Information

bending upon how AB 3116 affects us.

1. ASB vice president

2.
3.
4.
5.

whether dorm students like the food or
not. If not, I shall take steps toimprove it.

immediate concern of many stuis parking @gstudying. Publishing _

H be provided about parking availa-

Luis Herrera
Freshman - Political Science
Previous experience:

sophomores,

juniors and seniors can get involved.
7. I also would like our student legisla-

Debbie Lewis
Junior - wildlife
Most students would like to know what
is going on at Humboldt State, be it
academic policies, expenditures, club activities or other student policies. Not
everyone wants to get involved actively ~

but I do, to alleviate my own misconceptions and yours. The job is for a representative, and as representative I feel my
most important duty would be to com-

municate with as many students as possi-

tive council to push our lobbyist on bill AB
490, which was vetoed by the governor.
This legislation would have given $3 million to the campus children’s center program. The money would be distributed
proportionally throughout the state. I believe we should set up a committee to

clubs and church groups. I also served
three years on the American Cancer Society (Riverside County) Board of Direc-

tors. I have been tavelved in a somewhat
administrative and legislative capacity
before and have a basic knowledge of parliamentary procedure. Most important,
however, I am interested.
As a new student (junior transfer from

have students write our assemblyman

and senator to override the governor's
veto.
8. I believe that we should push more
legislation like bill AB 3116, which was

UC, Riverside) Humboldt State, I would
like to get involved. I am a wildlife management major and am involved in the

ble about the SLC’s consideration and ac-

Audubon Society and the Lumber Jacks

tions.
In the past I have served as president,
treasurer, secretary and program director of various student councils, service

knowing about it’ —- vote, and give me a

signed into law by the governor, which
appropriated $2.6 million for funding
instructionally-related activities. This
money will be divided proportionally

and Jills.

If you have ever complained about ‘‘not

chance to find out and ‘‘tell you about it."’

Deborah Lewis

throughout the state also. But I believe
our SLC should push our lobbyist for more
legislation like this to help our school

programs.
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HSU woman says blindness is not a handicap
household chores expected of any
other girl.

it might be difficult to tell that
she’s blind.
=
Hammond,

“| COULD BARELY reach over
the sink when I started washing

a you

psychology major at

dishes,” she laughed.

been blind since birth. She doesn’t
consider it a handicap.

Desi feels that it’s harder for
poorly.
Goad cabot tomsm & Os party.

“Blindness is a characteristic,
‘ it’s not a handicap, it’s not a deterrent, it’s a matter of adaptation,” she said in a recent inter-

More than once a professor has
told her that she
dn’t handle a
class — to read only half the assignment.
“That’s

Desi believes failure of a blind
person can be traced to the
parents. She says it’s a matter of expectation.

when!

start fighting!”

she said

So she reads double the assign-

“PARENTS OF blind children
often experience self-humiliation.
They say, ‘It’s my fault. I’ll have
to help this child along, give him
everything. I can’t expect much,
for he’s blind.’ These are the parents that stifle their children,”
she said.
She believes that if one is told
‘*you can’t do anything’’ long
enough, it will eventually
me
true. Desi’s parents always told

She credits her parents with

much of her success.
‘‘My parents

*

instilled perse-

verance in me. They taught me
independence,”’ she said.
She was required
to do the same

DESI, WHO NEVER attended a
special school for the blind, is a

BURR

Gore Vidal

PENTIMENTO

$1.95

TREE.WHERE MAN WAS BORN

16th

DESI SAYS HER most rewarding and satisfying achievement is

ters on paper.
She is sometimes saddened by

people’s attitudes toward her
blindness. People often ask her,
‘What should I say to a blind per-

P. Tompkins $1.95

son?

How

should I react?

should I talk about?’’

Peter Matthiessen $6.95

What

“T can talk, I have feelings, I’m
=
to most all situations,’’ she

822-2834

said.
EXCEPT

NORTHTOWN BOOKS

which

FOR

ACTIVITIES

absolutely

require sight,

ARCATA /LA / ARCATA

Desi Hammond,
blind since birth, is a junior
Psychology maior, living in Sunset Hall. A transfer
from California Lutheran College, she has never

attended

Humboldt

Thanksgiving Weekend

a special

school

and

decided

to

come

because of high recommendations

to

from

friends. She has had no trouble adjusting to the
campus. ’’I‘m really impressed with it. Its easy to get
around and people are really helpful,”’ she said.

Sunday, Dec. 1

ae eeateeetetatatsteete

9am

822-8121

%

Wednesday, Nov. 27
10 pm

but views her

chances with skepticism.
‘You have to be lucky, know the
right people and be at the right
place at the right time,” she said.

class for a total of 13 units. She
uses a slate, a small device which
enables her to punch Braille let-

$1.95

&G

sional musician,

WRITING NOTES is no problem for Desi, who is taking three
psychology classes and a music

L. Hellman $1.95

WATERSHIP DOWN
Richard Adams $2.25

SECRET LIFE OF PLANTS

and solo), softball, roller

skating and ice skating. She even
learned to walk on stilts. She
would love to learn to ski.
Desi, who has played the guitar
for nine years and is a folk
singer,
has aspirations to be a profes-

“Studying for exams is particularly difficult, for I can’t skim
Braille or tape recordings,”’ she
said.

PLAIN SPEAKING
Merle Miller

dem

her summer job at the Ventura
Mental Health In-Patient Clinic,
where she worked as a regular
staff member. She did individual
counseling and led seven grouptherapy sessions.
The therapy sessions were part
of the hospital’s Crisis Intervention Center. She led the sessions
for people who were at the peak of
crisis.
“It gets really freaky when
someone throws a chair across
the floor,” she said.
Desi wants her career to involve
therapy and Lenagens
“T like
talking and
I
want to help people,” she
5

INSTEAD, SHE relies on her
hearing; facial vision, the ability
to sense when objects are in front
of her; muscle training; getting
accustomed to the environment,
and a cane.
Walking is work for her. It requires a great deal of concentration and alertness.
‘People often get the wrong
impression when I walk, for I seldom smile. But they don’t realize
the work that walking entails for a
blind
person,”’ she said.
Studying is also hard work for
Desi. It takes her three to four
—
as long to read as sighted
ple.

ment and studies twice as hard.
The next day she knows more than
all the answers.
“I don’t do it to impress people.
I simply do it to correct the
professor’s negative attitude,”’
she said.

her, ‘You can do anything.”

such as driving, Desi has not let
her blindness restrict her at all.
She enjoys bike ridng (both tan-

transfer student from California
Lutheran College, where she
completed two years of school and
compiled a 3.95 grade point average. This is her first quarter at
Humboldt.
I’m still in the early stages of
adapting to Humboldt. I have a lot
to learn,”’ she said.
It only took her one and a half
weeks
to become familiar with the
campus. She feels that by the end
of the quarter she will be able to
give more accurate campus directions than
anyone.
Desi doesn’t use a seeing-eye
dog.
“TI like depending
on myself.
One would be good for protection
in the city, but that’s not necessary at Humboldt,”’ she said.

IRAE

by Brad Thomason
If it weren’t for her white cane,

$ © 5

Roundtrip

I
IIE OEE F
RI
SE
eesececeseceteesecececectaretatete Nectet

Charter Flight

AIR CALIFORNIA 737
Available to students, faculty, staff, and immediate families of HSU

Contact:

Ken Wiig or Steve Maynard

ROLLING

AS. Travel Service
Nelson Hall 119

THE

826-3359 or 826-4222

MARIA

Christmas and Spring break flights also available
ERD 0D

STONES. ..It’s Only Rock n Roll (HOT!)

GREGG

ELTON

;
(ammo ead

*
elas (faa.
eee

ee

en

“

os

ALLMAN

TOUR

(Double

Album)

MAULDAUR... Waitress in a Donut Shop (Primo!)
JOHN’S

GREATEST

=. NereteetePetetetetereretatetecetetatetenetetetetPetatete®

aes

HITS

Human Events

Correction

Wrestling, Green-Gold intra-squad meet in the
East Gym.

Coffee

House

Concert

with

‘‘Jedediah,”

Rathskeller, admission 75c.

Thursday
KHSU benefit concert, ‘‘The Magic Band”’ in the

East Gym, broadcast live on 90.5 FM.
Movie, ‘‘After the Fox” with Peter Sellers.
Multipurpose Room, 75c.
Bishop Matthews of the Liberal Catholic Church
will discuss any aspect of religion at the Baha’i
Fireside, F St. in Arcata.

In a story concerning the latest
Academic Senate meeting in last
week’s Lumberjack, it was:stated
Milton Dobkin, vice president for
academic affairs, neglected to re_
to a resolution passed by
senate on March 8, 1973 while
he was acting president of the
university.

Red Wing, West Coast, Buffalo,

Dobkin did not become acting

president of HSU until September

of that year, and thus was not in a

Justin, Acme, Sante Resa, Denner

position to respond to the resolution which dealt with the personnel on the President’s Advisory

Plaza Shoe Shop
774 9th St., 822-1125

Friday
715 p.m.
9:15 to

Chamber music program. Faculty recital,
bassoon-piano. Music Recital Hall, admission
free but tickets are required.
Film Co-op movie, ‘Arsenic and Old Lace” with

Cary Grant and Peter Lorre. Founders Hall 128.
Admission $1.

10:30 a.m.

Saturday
Volleyball, HSU vs. CSU, San Francisco in the
West Gym.
Swimming, UC, Berkeley and CSU, Chico in the

7:30 p.m.

swimming pool.
Wrestling, Alumni match in the East Gym.

10:30 a.m.

p.m.

p.m.
and 10 p.m.

Film Co-op movie, “Throne of Blood.” Founders

Hall 128. Admission $1.
Sunday
Movie, ‘“‘The Seventh Sea,’ Founders Hall Aud.
Admission Free.
IRC Film. ‘Marijuana, Weed with Roots in
Hell,” Jolly Giant recreation room. 10c with IRC
card, 50c general.

Speaker—Germaine

Greer,

7:30 P.M.

FRIDAY
Nov. 15 - Redwoods |
H SATURDAY

H Nov. 16 - Redway School
H SUNDAY
H Nov. 17 - Internal School
Rooter Russell’s

Your library
fines caught up
with you.

RENDEZVOUS
under new management

You owe yourself an Oly.

PinBall - Pool
OPEN
24 HOURS
7 deys
a week

GOOD FOOD

at GOOD PRICES

exotic teas

Tuesday
8 p.m.

Ram Dass Song to the
Divine Androgyne

author

of

‘The

Female Eunuch.”’ East Gym, admission, $1 for

students, $1.50 general. Tickets available at
Northtown Books and the University Center.

Olympia

1091 H,

Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington
All Olympia empties are recyclable

*OLY**

Arcata

onderland
November

15,16,8-15
17,9:15
™.
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Starting HSU quarterback Brad Spinas
rolls around the right end in last
Saturday’s Homecoming game against
‘Gators.
the San
Francisco
State
Spinas scored one touchdown in the
game, Humboldt’s third victory of the

season (16-12).
Spinas, who Coach
Bud Van Deren called a ‘‘late season
success,’’ played football at Eureka
High and College of the Redwoods
before comina to HSU.
Photo by Kenn. Hunt.

SLC, Lumberjack feud stalemated
SHOP

Big Discounts on
Drafting Supplies,

Rapidograph Pens

Lumberjack’s editor said was the

(2 “~~

and Sets, Oils, Acrylics O9
and Water Colors
Also special prices on framing.
530 F St., Eur

442-6150

paper’s right to freedom of the
press, ended in a virtual stale-

mate Thursday.
The controversy ensued when
Gayle
Yamasaki,
an
SLC
member, sent a letter to Lumberjack Editor Linda Fjeldsted two
weeks

ago,

saying

the

paper

should send a representative to an
SLC meeting once a month.
Yamasaki said the request was
made so the council could acquire
prompt and accurate budget reports from the paper, and become
better acquainted with the
aper’s operation.

The Ivory Tower
is about to
collapse.

It’s your last year of college. Why think
about life insurance now? Because, the

older you get the more it costs. And next
year, it’s all up to you. Find out
about CollegeMaster.
Call the Fidelity Union CollegeMaster®
Field Associate in your area:
Nanc
Fran
Dean

822-3561

jack office.

Yamasaki’s request.
Keith O’Dell, Lumberjack business.

manager,

attended

the

council meeting Thursday to present a financial report and discuss
the issue further with the council.
Yamasaki

was not present at

the meeting.
O’DELL, AFTER delivering
the financial report, told the
council he saw no reason for appearing before the council on a
regular basis, because the information it desired was on the written report.

He said it was inconvenient to
wait at the meetings for the council to carry out its business before
giving him the floor for his report.
Several

council

members

re-

sponded, saying a representative
of the paper was necessary to

Bill 3116, the instructionally related activities bill, goes into effect Jan.

1. Whether

the paper

continues to be funded by the ASB
depends upon the allocation the
Lumberjack receives under the
bill.
If the allocation to the Lumberjack is enough to meet its budget,
the paper would no longer be re-

sponsible to the SLC as its publisher.

Schedule set

for photo ID's
Pictures

for

photo-ID’s

are

being taken this week in the University Center from 9-5.

To

prevent

lines,

jams

and

other messes, the room is open to
everybody.
Next
week,
however,
an

achieve adequate communication

alphabetic

Student Body (ASB) is, in effect,

Monday: A-D
Tuesday: E-K
Wednesday: L-R
Thursday: S-Z
Friday: 9 a.m. to noon open to

with the SLC. The council offered
the Lumberjack representative
priority on its future agendas.
DON BRADNER, SLC chairman, pointed out the Associated
the publisher of the Lumberjack.
Bradner added, however, that
the ASB may not remain the pub-

lisher for long, because Assembly

schedule

begins

as

follows:

procrastinators.
Registration materials will not

be mailed

to students

without

pictures.

THE OLD SOUP HOUSE

«

1062 G St. Arcata

<i

i.

822-8962

Take-Out

oi
—ere

WARNING:

. IN A PRETURN
letter to
Yamasaki, Fjeldsted said the
Lumberjack believed the SLC had
made an unreasonable request
which violated the first amendment guarantee of freedom of the
press.
Fjeldsted said any member of
the council wanting financial reports from the Lumberjack could
view the report at any time; it is
posted on the wall of the Lumber-

The editor said the Lumberjack
would
not
comply’
with

Smells Home-made! Looks Home-made! Tastes Home-made!

Also Featuring - Salad & Vegetarian Sandwiches
Sun. - Thurs. 11-8 - Fri. 11-6- Closed Saturdays
This is Home-made at its Best!!

——

ART

by Keith Till
A brief but determined battle
between the Lumberjack and the
Student Legislative Council
(SLC), concerning what the

eletotetetetenegegeretetes:

| Sports Roundup

The HSU cross country team
scored
a _ surprise
victory
Saturday to win the 1974 Far
Western
Conference
Cross
country
championship,
at
Patrick’s Point State Park.
The Lumberjacks had a low
score
of 28 points, compared
to 37
for runner up and defending
champion UC Davis.
Other scores from the meet
were CSU
Chico 63, CSU
Sacramento
110,
CSU
San
Francisco 148 and CSU Hayward

Berkeley and CSU Chico Saturday at the HSU pool, were again
led by freshman swimmers Ellen
Farrar and Sue Rodearmel.
Farrar and Rodearmel combined to break four HSU School
records during the meet.
:
Volleyball
The HSU women’s volleyball
team,

which

meets

CSU

San

Francisco Saturday at 10:30 in
the HSU gym, split in action over
the weekend.
The Humboldt

‘‘A’’ team beat

CSU Fresno 15-10 and 15-6, while

168. Humboldt was led by Mark
Elias, whose 26:37 time was good
for second place in the con-

the “‘B’”’ team lost both games 715.
Water Polo

ference.

The Humboldt water polo
team, which plays in the Far

The ’Jacks will now advance to
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association,

Division

tionals Saturday

III

Na-

in Springfield

But before the team can make
the trip, $2100 must be raised.
According to Coach Jim Hunt, the
team is well short of that figure.

Contributions are being accepted
through the Athletic Director’s
trust fund.
Hunt predicts a strong showing

by his team, should they make
the

trip.

Among

the

40

teams

expected at the meet, Humboldt

Western
Conference
finals
beginning tomorrow, downed
CSU Chico 13-10 last weekend.
The conference meet will be

hosted by HSU in the College of
the Redwoods pool. The Lumberjacks meet CSU San Francisco
tomorrow at 11:30 a.m. and CSU
Chico at 3:30 p.m.
The conference champion will
be decided with a combination of

results from the regular season
and the conference meets.

HSU currently in second place

game against the University of
Puget
Sound
in
Tacoma

with two other teams behind
leader UC Davis.
Field Hockey
The women’s field hockey team
lost to CSU Sacramento Saturday, but came back Sunday to
beat CSU Hayward. The HSU
victory was achieved after an

Washington. The 'Jacks, holding

overtime period where the two

a 36 record, won the HSU
homecoming game Saturday 1612 over CSU San Francisco.
That win was the 50th for HSU
Head Coach Bud Van Deren
during his career at Humboldt.
Soccer
Coach Bob Kelly’s soccer team
downed CSU San Francisco 5-1 in

teams

should place in the top five, according to Hunt.
Football
The HSU football team will end

its season Saturday with a night

a Saturday

game

Campus.
The soccer

on the HSU

team

meets

UC

Davis Friday, and the University
of Pacific Saturday

in two road

games.
Swimming
The women’s swimming
>

SESE
S SES

LARA PRU

*
Paar”
1000.0,
0, 0.020,0,0,0,0,0-0,0,0,0.0.0,0,0,0.0.0,6.0.

team

placed second in a tri-meet over
the weekend. CSU Fresno scored

114 points compared
Humboldt and
Francisco.
The women,

to 91 for

28 for CSU
who

San

meet

emerged

tied

2-2.
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Cross country

League champs need funds
by Keith Till

“The

Losing isn’t fun, but the price
tag accompanying victory can
also be uncomfortable, as HSU
track coach James Hunt is finout.

For the first time in the history
of HSU, the cross-country track
team won the Far Western Conference (FWC) title Saturday.
Now the team needs’ $2,100 to
attend the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)
championship meet Nov. 16 in
Springfield, Mo.
The

cross-country

team

now

falls about $1,800 short of that
figure, but they will start the trip

—

run

it again,

too!

IMPORTANT:
Lost a gray loose-leof
notebook in West Gym (123). If found
please return to the Lost-Found at Campus
Security.

-—were

BALLET - beg - intr - adv - classesto start
Nov. 5 in Arcata. ‘74 UCLA dance grad Call
Rebecco 839-3635

LOST: One pair men’s size 912 blue Addidas
jogging shoes in row 13 of Womens Gym
fast Wednesday. If found call 826-3271
days or 839-3524 eves

ee

ee ee

Finance

related activities beginning Jan.
1
“‘We can’t go out on a limb for

anyone now,” Ramirez said.
“I think we could give them
$300 and make the rest of it a
loan, but I don’t feel I could go
along with an $1800 grant,’’ Ramirez said.

Bassoon music featured in recital
‘Robert Cochran, bassoonist
and
assistant professor of music, will
be featured in this neers first Faculty Recital at HSU Friday at
8:15 p.m. in the Music Complex
Recital Hall.

Tickets and reservations are
available from the John Van
Theatre
box
office
Duzer
(826-3559). There is no admission

with the money, Hunt said.

I HOPE the Student Legislative
Council (SLC) will make-up the
difference,’ Hunt said before
making

the request at the SLC

Board of Finance meeting Tuesday.
“‘Any other school would be all
set to leave (for the NCAA
championship meet) if they won
their conference. Some schools
go automatically if they place in
the top ten in their conference,”’
Hunt said.
When asked what he would do if
the SLC refuses to allocate funds

for the Missouri trip, Hunt said,
“Pll have to face that little
problem when I get to it.”

IT APPEARED

Monday that

Hunt may be facing that problem

But

Humboldt had a 10 second edge in Prr-1ciiniie
goal penetration time, and were f:
“Lawrence-Weiner,
given the victory on that basis.

Police have found

announces;

of an office for the:
the
=practice of Psychiatry. Call:
822-8532 for appointments.

=:

many lost items
Have you lost anything lately?
The University Police station in
House 73 (3456) has astock-load of
lost and found items that have

}

“Home of Happy Fish”

;

AQUATIC WORLD
ww

Go,

62

been turned in during the last

ON

]
]

Z

|

month.

]

Found items include coats, umbrellas, books, note books, eye
glasses and wallets.

432 3rd

i

St. Eureka

442-6141

I

UC

SPACE
stalls

FOR
for

HORSES

rent,

$17.50

Paddocks
per

ond

month.

box
Three

miles north of HSU. 2 mile north of large
animal clinic. Call 668-5162 or 822-2190
ask for Chris.

BARTENDERS FOR HIRE. Weddings, parties,
wakes, bar mitzvahs, anything! Call
822-6924, ask for Paul.

MAD RIVER DANCE CO-OP 823 10th St.
Now holding daily classes, Modern Dance,
Ballet, Improvisation and Composition,
Belly Dancing. Contact Susan Strickland
668-5151

TERM PAPERS! Canada's largest service. For
catalogue send $2 to: --Essay Services, 57
Spadina Ave.; No. 208, Toronto, Oriaric,
Canada

of

to Missouri Thursday regardless
of whether or not they come up

$100 for each month of the school year. It's like a

CLASSIFIED!!
CLASSIFIED! Want to run a classified Ad?
Bring your ad of 25 wordsof less and $1 to
NH 6 or call 826-3271. It's only 75c if you

Board

probably wouldn’t go along with
it because of
regarding
Assembly Bill 3116,” Rich Ra=
ASB president said Monry.
The assembly bill will provide
state funding for instructionally

WILL PAY 165% over face value for U.S.
silver coins. $4.00 for U.S. silver dollars.
Call evenings 839-3524

N 10-SPEED BIKE Excelient condition Reasonable 677-3952

$900 annual scholarship. If you quit ye i
earnit as a member of the Marine Corps
Leaders Class.

a Marine officer's com-

You'll also be earning

summer

mission through PL

Quantico, Virginia.

|

!

training at

Talk to the Marine officer who visits your

TYPEWRITER REPAIR | pick up and deliver,
all work guaranteed. | operate on a personal basis and my rates are cheap. Call
Ron 839-2257

campus.

|

SIBERIAN HUSKIES. Wont an early Christmas? Try sled dogs! Wolf colors, AKC, shots,
raccoon masks, or white faces, for racing,
showing, pets. $40-175. 442-1093.

JEWELRY.

coral.
dants,

Silver,

Turquoise

and-or

The
afew

red

Hand crafted rings, bracelets, penbrooches.

You

may

design

it,

I'll

makeit ot 2-3 store costs. Kieth 822.603.

]
TV-Sterao Service Industrial Arts student
Sussman 8 am-7 pm 622-5327

DATE:

19

PLACE:

OUTSIDE CAFETERIA
9:00 am - 3:00 pm
:
15). 273-6126

TIME:

Jim
]

-

21

are
men.

NOVEMBER

|
]
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KHSU sets
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Native Americans

sponsor conference
The first annual Six County Naive

American

Education

and

al Conference will be held
t HSU this weekend.
The conference, which is open

the public, will feature Indian

eaders,

scholars,

leaders,
singers and dancers.
It is sponsored by Native
American Studies and par;
ticipating Indian organizations.

traditional

Registration
begins Friday at 4

p.m. and is $2, or $1 for students.

Friday
4 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Registration

and

orientation,

Multipurpose Room.
Traditional Indian supper and
keynote speakers, University
Center.
All Indian boxing match, East.

6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
8:15 - 9:30 p.m.

Gym.
Saturday

9 a.m. - noon

Panel seminars, Nelson Hall or
Administration Building.
Federal funding sources, Multi-

1-2 p.m.

Julie’s

hot programs
This week

_ Florist

is ‘‘Public Broad-

with Cary Grant & Peter Lorre %

casting - KHSU Week.” It started
last Saturday and it will end this
Saturday.

ADMISSION $1.00

During this week, HSU’s radio =

station is promoting
itself >
throughout Arcata and the sur- z
%
rounding communities.
Several ‘‘KHSU events” and %
special music shows and inter- =
views with local community =
se
members
and leaders are slated. =:
According to Tita Lillegraven, =
there will be a tricycle race today

SATURDAY

942

G St.

822

1115

A Samurai Classic!!
Kurosawa’s

“Throne of Blood”
In Japanese w-Eng. Subtitles
ADMISSION

announced by KHSU’s sports de- =:
partment.

%

$1.50

FILM CO-OP

A dance is scheduled for tomor- =

row night in the East Gym. There

will be music by the ‘Magic

Band.” Tickets are 75c and can be

purchased at the John Van Duzer
Theatre box office.
There is also a coloring contest.

Friday is the last day to enter and

=3: HUMBOLDT STATE
© Founder’s
= Hal
3:

se

winners will be announced Satur-

Room.

2-4p.m.

California funding
sources,
Multipurpose Room.
Cultural Seminars
on local Indian —
tribes and heritage, Nelson Hall.
Traditional dancers and singers,
Multipurpose Room.
Traditional Indian supper, Uni-

3 - 4:30 p.m.
4:30 - 6 p.m.
6 - 7:30 p.m.

versity Center
Rathskeller.

8 - 12 p.m.

Pow-Wow

Cafeteria

agd

Indian

Ski lift

deserves

and

You planned this snow

social

weekend with your friends

dances, Multipurpose Room.
Sunday
Indian

9 - 11 a.m.

Educational

ment, Multipurpose Room.
Lunch

11 a.m. - 1 p.m.

break

and

Indian

stick

games, soccer field or Multipurpose Room.
Indian gambling games, Indian
hand games, etc., soccer field or
Multi
Room.

1-4p.m.

ages ago. And nothing could
make you change your plans.
Toobad your period
couldn’t have happened some

the supernatural shoe

Commit-

INCITE FOOTWEAR

other weekend. But you’re
not worried. You brought

“tomorrow’s fashions today”
614 F St. Eureka

along

_

tsyou
can protect
These studen

Tampax tampons.
‘ou won't have to give
up one precious moment in
that deep powder. You feel
| confident protected by
Tampax tampons. They’re

softly compressed for the

These students are bankers. Just a few
of more than 50 Bank of America
Student

Representatives

help students

avoid

who

banking

problems.
Usually the first step is to let students know about the College

Plan® Qualify, and you get
BankAmericard® unlimited

best possible absorbency.
Worn internally, so Tampax
tamponsare comfortable and
discreet. They give you
protection youcandependon,
whether onskisor toboggan.
Friends are waiting for
youontheslopes. You won’t
havetodisappoint them
when you have Tampax

tampons tucked discreetly

intothe pocketof your parka.

checkwriting, low-cost checks,
protection against bounced
checks, and more. All for only

oo

ray

$1 a month® with no service

Ik ‘

LAST | TAIL
4

charge at all during June, July,
or August.
For most students, that just
about takes care of everything. But
if there ever are any other problems,
our Student Reps are there to help.
Ask your Student Rep about the
College Plan. It's good protection.

‘s

At Humboldt State, just ask to see
Diane Guynup
Arcata Office
697-8th Street

Depend on us. More California
{

:

college students do.

WHITE HOUSE FILMS

BANKOF AMERICA G)
BANK OF AMERICA NTS SA MEMBER F 01!

ericard finance cha

s, if any, are not included.

NOW

USEO

OEVELOPEO By A DOCTOR
BY MILLIONS OF WOMEN

MADE ONLY BY TAMPAX INCORPORATED, PALMER,

MASS.

